
Three-way sorting utilizes Key Technology’s unique 
built-in sorting intelligence to separate product 
into three streams based on a combination 
of product-specific attributes. The sorter’s 
proprietary color cameras recognize each object’s 
size, shape, and millions of color differences. Key’s 
laser technology is used to inspect the distinctive 
structural properties of each object to identify 
additional product attributes and reliably detect 
foreign material.

Improve productivity and 
profitability
• Increase yields
• Produce high quality finished product
• Reduce the risk of FM
• Reduce labor costs by eliminating the need for 

manual resort
• Recover off-grade product separately from 

waste
• Lower capital cost because multiple sorters are 

not required
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Optyx® 6000

Typical three-way sort results on walnuts

Three-Way Sorting
With Optyx® and Manta® Camera/Laser Sorters

Three-way sorting allows food processors to au-
tomatically eject foreign material (FM) and waste 
from product that can be recovered and reworked 
separately. Good product continues though the 
camera/laser sorter unaffected as usual.

Powerful New Capability
For decades, Key Technology has developed in-
novative solutions for food processors around the 
world to help maximize product quality, increase 
yields and improve productivity. Our latest ad-
vancement allows processors to remove foreign 
material, critical defects and waste while recover-
ing valuable off-grade product separately from 
their primary product.

Available for Optyx 3000, Optyx 6000 and Manta 
camera/laser sorters, Key’s three-way sorting 
capability is ideal for potato strips, green beans, 
walnuts, cherries, dates, and raisins, as well as 
other small products.
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Flexible Setup Delivers Real-Time Benefits
Featuring two ejector systems and two reject chutes, a sorter 
equipped for three-way sorting is extremely versatile. It can be 
changed over within seconds via the easy-to-use touchscreen in-
terface to run in a two-way sort mode if off-grade products have no 
recoverable value.

Capacity
• Up to 6 metric tons (13,000 lbs) on Optyx 3000
• Up to 12 metric tons (26,000 lbs) on Optyx 6000
• Up to 16 metric tons (35,000 lbs) on Manta

Three-way sorting is also available as an 
upgrade to existing installed systems.


